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Studying a computer language is a career-long process. Many  developers make the mistake of thinking that they have learned  enough. They get caught in the corporate cycle of build-and-deploy  and don't seek to expand their knowledge. However,  we can hardly blame them for that.

For one, the build-and-deploy cycle is intensive and carries with it  a substantial amount of political pressure: managers  don't want you to spend days reading a book or  trying out code snippets when bugs and deadlines are looming.  However, developers should take the time to experiment and learn  more.

When you expand your skills as a developer, there is some initial  time investment. However, this will rapidly pay off in increased  productivity and quality. Instead of spending hundreds of hours  debugging, you can implement coding standards that block bugs and  spend a fraction of that time implementing new features. In the end,  everyone wins; your company gets higher-quality code and quicker  feature turnaround, and you get to spend more time playing Frisbee  with your dog.

The second problem that the corporate developer has to deal with is  that the majority of computer books are often not appropriate for the  intermediate to advanced developer. When looking at my rather  impressive computer book library, much of it from  O'Reilly, I notice that my books tend to fall into  two categories: many are introductions to concepts and most of the  others are references to concepts. Although these books are very  useful, there is a distinct lack of books that target the  intermediate to advanced programmer. However, there is one shining  exception in my library.

In a dusty corner of my desk is a book I bought several years ago.  Secrets of the C++ Masters by Jeff Alger  (Academic Press Limited) is absolutely essential for an intermediate  C++ developer. It begins with the assumption that you know the  language and then expands from there. The result is a book that can  really transform a developer from the intermediate level to a true  guru.

That is the goal of this book with regards to the  Java™ language. Most of the material is meant to  help you avoid many common mistakes made by Java developers. We will  also cover nuances of Java, idiosyncrasies of the JDK, and advanced  techniques. With luck, this book will increase your productivity and  your enjoyment of Java development.
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Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review 2015 Study Guide (January): Business Environment and Concepts (Wiley Cpa Exam Review)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The world's most effective CPA exam prep system – Business and Environmental Concepts module


	Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review is the world's most trusted study guide for the Certified Public Accountant's exam – complete, comprehensive, and updated to align with the latest exam content. With 2,800...
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Mac OS X Leopard All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Your new Mac with OS X Leopard is so cool! You have digital media, including iTunes, iPhoto, iDVD, and iMovie, at your fingertips, as well as everything the Internet has to offer. Where do you start to make the most of it? With Mac OS X Leopard All-In-One Desk Reference for Dummies, of course! Here are seven handy minibooks, each devoted to one...
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Introduction to RF Equipment and System DesignArtech House Publishers, 2004
Applies theoretical fundamentals to real-world issues, heavily relying on examples from recent design projects. Key discussions include system design schemes, circuits and components for system evaluations and design. 

       An excellent resource for engineers and technicians alike, this practical design guide offers a comprehensive and...
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Building Integrated Business Intelligence Solutions with SQL Server 2008 R2 & Office 2010McGraw-Hill, 2011

	Master Microsoft's Business Intelligence Tools


	Building Integrated Business Intelligence Solutions with SQL Server 2008 R2 & Office 2010 explains how to take full advantage of Microsoft's collaborative business intelligence (BI) tools. A variety of powerful, flexible technologies are covered, including SQL...
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Beginning XML DatabasesWrox Press, 2006
The union of XML and relational databases creates a powerful tool with the ability to transfer information between two completely unrelated databases. With this book, veteran author Gavin Powell shows you how this confluence of two technologies can simplify your database work and provide a more standardized way to exchange data between multiple...
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Combinatorial Optimization: Methods and Applications: Volume 31 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - D: Information and Communication SecurityIOS Press, 2011

	This book is a collection of six articles arising from the meeting of the NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) ''Combinatorial Optimization: Methods and Applications,'' which was held at the University of Montreal in June 2006. This ASI consisted of seven series of five one-hour lectures and one series of four one-hour...
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